Commercialize It has been highlighted by the Houston Business Journal & Technology Transfer Tactics

Come by BRC 172 on 4/23/14 from 2-3 PM and let Commercialize it brew your ideas into the next Technology!

Rice’s Institute of Biosciences and Bioengineering presents
The 7th Annual ‘Commercialize It’ on Wednesday, April 23, 2014 2—3 PM
172 BioScience Research Collaborative
Rice University

In collaboration with the Houston Technology Center (HTC), the Rice Alliance, the Rice Office of Technology Transfer (OTT), the Houston Area Translational Research Consortium (HATRC), Medpace, and BCM Licensing Group, IBB will continue the "Commercialize It" Program in 2014 to help IBB researchers commercialize their ideas. For this program, commercializing specialists discuss and evaluate commercialization options for devices and processes that are emerging from the IBB with any faculty, staff or senior students.

Previously, this Program helped spawn three new biotechnology companies in Houston—Houston Medical Robotics, Nano 3-D Biosciences, and Rebellion Photonics.

Perhaps your ideas will brew into the next technology firm!